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The Mobile Mounting Specialists™

Safety Precautions 
Drilling in the dash, floor, or console could damage the vehicle. Use caution and consult a mobile 
install professional to avoid drilling into the gas tank, electrical system, or other highly sensitive 
vehicle components.

Arkon is not responsible for any damages to your vehicle, your device, or yourself due to the 
installation or use of this product. Do not install Arkon products over an air bag cover or within the air 
bag deployment zone. Arkon assumes no responsibility of liability for injury or death as a result of car 
crashes and/or air bag deployment.

For More Information

Package Contents:
(1) IBM-33751 - iBolt mPro NFC Micro USB Car Dock Mount includes:
 (1) mPro NFC Micro USB Car Dock
 (1) ROK3™ Windshield/Dash Mounting Pedestal
 (1) miniBall™ Adhesive Mounting Pedestal
 (1) Adhesive Dashboard Mounting Disk
(1) CAVPA1 - Fixed Install USB Vehicle Power Adapter (12-24V Input, 2.4 Amp Output)*
(1) RMAMPS2517 - Robust AMPS Drill Base Mounting Pedestal with 17mm Ball Head

AIB751RM | mPro Dock with Hardwire Kit and Robust Drill Base Mount rev.042516

!

 - Install Windshield/Dash Mounting Pedestal to Car Dock
 - Install Adhesive Mounting Pedestal to Car Dock
 - Prepare Dashboard Surface for Adhesive Mounting Disk
 - Fit Phone/Case to Car Dock
 - Adjust Car Dock Latch
 - Download iBolt Dock’n Drive App

IBM-33751

CAVPA1

RMAMPS2517

Hardwire the CAVPA1 6-foot power adapter directly into your vehicle’s 12V power source and then 
use the USB to connect your charge cable (sold separately). Ignition sense provides charge for up to 
90 minutes after ignition is off. Installation is simple and includes short circuit protection; however, 
it is strongly recommended that you have knowledge of your vehicle’s operation before installing. 

*

Please refer to the instruction card included with mPro Micro USB 
Car Dock Mount for instructions on how to:

Attach mPro holder to pedestal by unscrewing the tightening ring from 
the back of the mPro holder and sliding it over the pedestal ball. Snap 
the holder onto the pedestal and retighten ring.
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Use screws (not included) to drill the mount into car dash, console, or 
other flat surface.

Loosen adjustment knob to adjust positioning. Retighten to set.


